Joint Solutions Brief
Scale Computing and Workspot: Combining HC3 hyperconvergence and VDI 2.0
is a no-brainer. Eliminating complexity and cost from infrastructure is what both
solutions do best.
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Hyperconverged infrastructure has
revolutionized virtualization by greatly
simplifying virtual infrastructure into an
appliance approach. Scale Computing
has advanced hyperconvergence even
further with the HC3 system featuring
the HyperCore operating system. This
streamlined approach to virtualization
combines servers, storage, virtualization, and high availability into a single
infrastructure platform. HC3 brings
simplicity, scalability, and availability to
infrastructure that meets the needs of
the lone IT administrator all the way up
to the enterprise IT department. HC3
truly is virtualization made easy.

• Simple web-based management
interface accessible anywhere
• Non-disruptive rolling updates
• High availability, thin cloning, VM
snapshots, live migration
• Highly integrated architecture with
pre-built provisioning, conﬁguration,
and management integration between
the Scale and Workspot management
consoles, requires only IT generalists,
not VDI specialists.
• Workspot cloud service is always up to
date; requires no maintenance.
• Extensive device support: iOS,
Android, Mac, Windows, thin and zero
clients

Workspot brought experience starting
from the early days of VDI to re-invent
VDI and maximize the beneﬁts of the
HC3 platform. Called VDI 2.0, Workspot
is a modern cloud native architecture
that replaces the complex operational
components found in older VDI solutions
with an instant on and web scale cloud
service. Designed jointly, Workspot
integrated the power of cloud service
with the HC3 platform. The integrated
solution delivers peak operational
performance and requires fewer IT
resources overall to deliver powerful
VDI. The result is IT can deploy a modern,
hyperconverged infrastructure with VDI
2.0 in a single day and can scale instantly
to add more users, hosts, or locations.

Desktop virtualization is a goal of many IT departments who want to reduce the costs and management that come with traditional
desktop management. Earlier, traditional VDI (virtual desktop infrastructure) solutions have proven to be overly complex because
they have relied on legacy server virtualization architectures. That complexity negates many of the costs and management savings
promised by VDI.
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Part of our goal in delivering a VDI solution combining Workspot and Scale Computing was to provide the right size solution for any
organization and provide plenty of room for growth. We validated Workspot of a 3-node HC1150 cluster and were able to successfully run 175 desktop VMs using LoginVSI as a benchmark. This small cluster conﬁguration conﬁrmed that this VDI solution could
provide high performance and high VM density at a low price with plenty of room to scale up. We also successfullyv validated a
3-node HC4150 cluster with 360 desktop VMs for larger conﬁgurations.
HC3 and VDI 2.0 accelerate IT’s ability to deliver applications and services to users while requiring fewer operational resources. The
hyperconverged and cloud-based architectures reduce risks by eliminating single points of failure and increasing availability and
accessibility of both infrastructure and applications. The combined solution reduces costs through architectural and operational
simplicity, reliability, and availability.
VDI is within your reach but don’t get trapped by the pitfalls of complexity and cost in traditional VDI architecture. Combine the
innovation of HC3 hyperconvergence with VDI 2.0 to deliver a modern workplace experience and increase productivity through
eﬃciency.

Why Workspot and Scale Computing?
• Workspot CEO is the former General Manager for Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp, CTO is the Founding Engineer and ﬁrst
to code the VMware View VDI product
• Scale Computing is the leading provider of hyperconverged infrastructure in the SMB market with over 5,500 clusters
deployed
• Workspot has been in production, commercial use for over 3 years
• Scale Computing was founded in 2008 and has been shipping hyperconverged infrastructure since 2012 to over 1500
customers

Need more?
Click here to read more about the HC2150 reference architecture.
Find out more about how Scale Computing and Workspot can help you get started with VDI today by calling
(877) SCALE-59 or emailing sales@scalecomputing.com.
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